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Wireless Identity Token

The present invention is related to identity and trust man

agement .

More and more services are becoming available on the Inter

net, and many of these services require authentication. The

most widespread solution for electronic authentication today

is the use of a username and password pair, since this is

easy to deploy and manage. However this kind of authentica

tion method has a number of drawbacks. For example, it is

vulnerable to security attacks such as man in the middle and

replay, usernames and passwords are easily lost or forgotten,

and usernames and passwords can often be easily stolen by

third parties.

Furthermore, as the number of services grows so does the num

ber of username and password pairs that users need to remem

ber. Already many people are experiencing difficulties in re-

membering all of the combinations of usernames and passwords

that they use. Some people are using the same pairs of user-

names and passwords for some or all of the services that they

use. Further, many users are choosing passwords that are

easy to remember and that are often easy for third parties to

guess. Such practices reduce the security of an already rela

tively weak authentication mechanism.

More secure solutions for user authentication exist, such as

one-time passwords (OTP) or Smart Card PKI solutions. Such

solutions address some of the problems identified above with

username/password authentication schemes, but typically place

an increased burden on the user. There is an ongoing need

for an authentication scheme that is easy and convenient to



use from the user' s perspective, and also offers a greater

level of security than the use of a password.

One approach that has been developed to assist users to ac-

cess multiple applications, each requiring separate authenti

cation procedures, involves the use of identity federation.

Federated identity management, or the "federation" of iden

tity, describes technologies that serve to enable the port-

ability of identity information across otherwise autonomous

security domains. A goal of identity federation is to enable

users of one domain to access data or systems of another do

main seamlessly and securely, and without the need for redun

dant user administration. Eliminating the need for repeated

login procedures each time a new application or account is

accessed can substantially improve the user experience.

Figure 1 is a block diagram demonstrating the concept of

identity management. Figure 1 shows a system, indicated gen-

erally by the reference numeral 2 , comprising an end user 4 ,

a service provider 6 and an identity provider 8 . When the

end user 4 of the system 2 wants to access a secure resource

at the service provider 6 , and the service provider 6 re

quires the user' s identity to be authenticated, the identity

provider 8 can be used to provide the required authentication

information to the service provider.

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML (extensi

ble Markup Language) standard for exchanging authentication

and authorization data between security domains. For exam

ple, SAML is used for exchanging assertion data between an

identity provider (a producer of assertions) and a service

provider (a consumer of assertions) . SAML is a specification



defined by the OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of

Structured Information standards) .

In an exemplary use of the system 2 , SAML assumes that the

user 4 has enrolled with at least one identity provider (such

as the identity provider 8 ) . The identity provider 8 is ex

pected to provide local authentication services to the user.

The service provider 6 relies on the identity provider 8 to

identify the user 4. When a user 4 wants to access a service

that is provided by a service provider 6 who has a contract

with the identity provider 8 (i.e. the service provider and

the identity provider form at least part of a circle of

trust) , the service provider 6 requests a user authentication

from the identity provider. In response to the service pro-

vider' s request, the identity provider 8 passes a SAML asser

tion to the service provider 6 . On the basis of this asser

tion, the service provider can make decisions; for example,

the service provider can decide whether to grant access to

the resources/services as requested by the user.

Figure 2 shows an exemplary message sequence, indicated gen

erally by the reference numeral 10, demonstrating the algo

rithm described above.

The message sequence 10 starts with the end user 4 sending a

message 12 to the service provider 6 (for example using a web

browser) requesting access to a particular application pro

vided by the service provider 6 . The service provider re

quires user credentials, which credentials are not provided

in the request 12.

In order to obtain user credentials, the service provider 6

sends a SAML authentication request 14 to the identity pro

vider 8 . Assuming that the user is known to the identity



provider 8 , the identity provider returns a SAML assertion

response 16 providing credentials for the user 4 . In re

sponse to receiving the assertion response 16, the service

provider 6 grants the user access to the requested service

(message 18) .

Identity federation offers assistance in accessing multiple

applications, but the user is still required to provide a va

riety of information to the service provider, such as the lo-

cation of the identity provider and user information required

by the identity provider in order to identify and authenti

cate the user to the identity provider's satisfaction. Ac

cordingly, the use of identity federation suffers from at

least some of the problems outlined above.

The present invention seeks to address at least some of the

problems outlined above.

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided an

apparatus (such as a wireless identity token) comprising: a

first memory (such as an EEPROM) for storing user informa

tion; a first interface (such as a USB interface) adapted to

couple the apparatus to a user device; and a second interface

(such as a wireless interface) adapted to couple the appara-

tus to an identity provider, wherein the apparatus is adapted

to register with the identity provider using said user infor

mation and to obtain user credentials for a first application

from the identity provider on request from the user device.

The first application may, for example, be provided by a ser-

vice provider.

Accordingly to a further aspect of the invention, there is

provided a method comprising: using a module (such as a wire

less identity token) to register a user at an identity pro-



vider, using user information stored at said module; receiv

ing, at said module, a request from a user device to obtain

user credentials for an application; using said module to ob

tain said user credentials for said application from the

identity provider; and forwarding said user credentials from

said module to said user device. The order in which the

steps of the method may differ in different embodiments of

the invention. For example, in some embodiments of the in

vention, the module may register at an identity provider be-

fore receiving the request from the user device to obtain

user credentials for a particular application. In other em

bodiments of the invention, the order of those steps may be

reversed, so that the module registers at the identity pro

vider in response to receiving the request from the user de-

vice to obtain credentials for a particular application.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is pro

vided a system comprising a first module (such as a wireless

identity token) and a user device, wherein the first module

comprises: a first memory (such as an EEPROM) for storing

user information; a first interface (such as a USB interface)

adapted to couple the first module to the user device; and a

second interface (such as a wireless interface) adapted to

couple the first module to an identity provider, wherein the

first module is adapted to register with the identity pro

vider using said user information and to obtain user creden

tials for a first application from the identity provider on

request from the user device. The first application may, for

example, be provided by a service provider.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is pro

vided a computer program product comprising: means for stor

ing user information; means for registering the user at an

identity provider, using said user information to identify



the user at the identity provider; means for receiving a re

quest from a user device to obtain user credentials for a

particular application; means for obtaining said user creden

tials for said application from the identity provider; and

means for forwarding said user credentials to said user de

vice .

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is pro

vided a computer program comprising: code for storing user

information; code for registering the user at an identity

provider, using said user information to identify the user at

the identity provider; code for receiving a request from a

user device to obtain user credentials for a particular ap

plication; code for obtaining said user credentials for said

application from the identity provider; and code for forward

ing said user credentials to said user device. The computer

program may be a computer program product comprising a com

puter-readable medium bearing computer program code embodied

therein for use with a computer.

Some forms of the invention make use of the SAML standard for

providing identity assertions. Thus, in use, an application

or a service provider providing an application may request an

identity assertion via a SAML authentication request. The

SAML authentication request may be forwarded by the user de

vice to the apparatus of the invention (e.g. a wireless iden

tity token) that is, for example, attached to the user device

(for example, via a USB connection) . The apparatus of the

invention (e.g. a wireless identity token) may retrieve the

required SAML assertion from the identity provider (for exam

ple, via a wireless link between the apparatus and the iden

tity provider) . The SAML assertion may be returned to the

user device and, from there, to the application being ac

cessed.



In many forms of the invention, the application being ac

cessed does not need to communicate with the identity pro

vider that is providing the user credentials. This is con-

venient since it means that the application (or a service

provider providing the application) does not need to know de

tails of the identity provider (such as the location and/or

the identity of the identity provider) .

An advantage of many embodiments of the present invention is

that the user does not need to remember details such as a

username and password in order to gain access to the identity

provider. Thus, convenience for the user is improved.

An advantage of many embodiments of the present invention is

that the user does not need to enter identification informa

tion. Thus, it is more difficult for third parties to obtain

such information (for example, by phishing) , thereby improv

ing security.

The apparatus of the present invention may be removably con-

nectable to the user device. By way of example, the appara

tus may be connectable to the user device via a USB connec

tion. The apparatus may obtain power from the user device by

means of a USB port of the user device.

The use of a USB connection is not essential to all embodi

ments of the invention. Other forms of wired, or indeed

wireless, connections could be provided.

In some forms of the invention, the interface between the ap

paratus of the invention and the identity provider is a wire

less interface. By way of example, the wireless interface

may be a mobile communication network, such as a 3G network.



In some forms of the invention, the user credentials for the

first application obtained from the identity provider are

forwarded to the user device. Furthermore, in some forms of

the invention, the user credentials for the first application

are forwarded from the user device to the application (or to

the service provider providing the application) , for example,

using the Internet or some other network.

The apparatus of the present invention may include a second

memory (such as a ROM) for storing an application for con

trolling communications between the apparatus and the iden

tity provider. The application may be an embedded web appli

cation. In some forms of the invention including first and

second memories, the first and second memories of the appara

tus are provided as separate memory modules: in other forms

of the invention, the first and second memories are provided

as a single module.

In some forms of the invention, the request to obtain user

credentials for the application is originally issued by the

application (or by a service provider providing the applica

tion) . The request to obtain user credentials for the appli

cation may be issued by the application or service provider

in response to a request from the user device for access to

the application.

The connection with the identity provider used in the present

invention may make use of an existing mobile telephone con-

nection. As a result, the present invention can taken advan

tage of many of the security features that have been devel

oped for mobile telephone applications, such as 3G AKA and

GBA security.



The identity provider used in the present invention may be

provided by a telecommunications provider, which provider may

also provide a wireless link with the identity provider. The

user account can be maintained in the telecommunication pro-

vider' s identity provider based on a user's mobile phone,

which may be more secure than that of other internet applica

tions. Furthermore, the application (or a service provider

providing the application) may be more willing to trust an

identity provider provided by a telecommunications service

provider than some other identity providers.

Exemplary embodiments of the invention are described below,

by way of example only, with reference to the following num

bered schematic drawings.

Figure 1 is a block diagram demonstrating the use of

identity management in the prior art;

Figure 2 shows a message sequence demonstrating a

use of the system of Figure 1 ;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a system in accor

dance with an aspect of the invention;

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing an algorithm in ac

cordance with an aspect of the invention;

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a module in accor-

dance with an aspect of the invention; and

Figure 6 shows a message sequence in accordance with

a further aspect of the invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a system, indicated generally

by the reference numeral 20, in accordance with an aspect of

the present invention. The system 20 comprises a user device

22, a wireless identity token 24, an identity provider 26 and

a service provider 28. The wireless identity token 24 is

connected to the user device, for example using a physical



connection such as a USB connection. The wireless identity

token 24 is also connected to the identity provider 26 via a

wireless network 30. The user device 22 is connected to the

service provider 28 via the Internet 32.

The user device 22 may, for example, be a computer. Alterna

tively, the user device may be an Internet Protocol (IP) com

munication device, such as an IP telephone.

The wireless network 30 may be a mobile communications net

work, such as a 3G network.

In the system 20, the user device 22 can communicate with the

service provider 28 via the Internet 32. However, the ser-

vice provider 28 requires the user to be authenticated before

access is granted to a service provided by the service pro

vider. The identity provider 26 can be used to provide user

authentication .

The service provider 28 is configured to establish trust be

tween itself and the identity provider 26 according to the

SAML standard. The identity provider 26 is built to provide

federated identities for service providers, including the

service provider 28. SAML is used as the protocol between the

identity provider 26 and service providers.

In the system 20, the wireless identity token 24 is used to

assist in the authentication of the user device at the ser

vice provider 28. The wireless identity token 24 has the

wireless access ability to communicate with the wireless net

work 30. Further, the wireless identity token 24 uses smart

card technology to store user credentials like a Mobile Sub

scriber Integrated Service Digital Network (MSISDN) number,

and cipher keys which are required to access wireless network



30, in a similar manner to a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)

or a User Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) . The wireless

identity token also stores identity information used by the

identity provider 26 to identify the selected user identity,

as discussed further below.

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing an algorithm, indicated gen

erally by the reference numeral 40, showing, in broad terms,

the functionality of the wireless identity token 24 .

The algorithm 40 starts at step 42 with the service provider

28 issuing a SAML authentication request message to the user

device 22, thereby requesting an identity assertion. The

user device 22 forwards the SAML authentication request to

the wireless identity token 24 (step 44) . Next, at step 46,

the wireless identity token delivers the request to the iden

tity provider 26 together with the identity information

stored by the identity token. The identity provider 26 au

thenticates the wireless token's identity and generates the

required SAML assertion (step 48). The SAML assertion is

sent from the identity provider 26 to the service provider 28

via the wireless identity token 24 and the user device 22

(step 50) . Finally, the service provider 28 validates the

SAML assertion to authenticate the user identity and grants

the user access to the requested service (step 52) .

In this way, the user device 22 is authenticated to the sat

isfaction of the service provider 28, without the service

provider needing to communicate directly with the identity

provider 26.

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing an exemplary implementa

tion of the wireless identity token 24. As shown in Figure

5 , the wireless identity token includes a central processing



unit (CPU) 60, read-only memory (ROM) 62, electrically eras

able programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) 64, random access

memory (RAM) 66, Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface module

67 and wireless interface module 68.

User credentials are stored in the EEPROM 64 . An embedded

web application is stored in the ROM 62 and is launched when

the wireless identity token 24 is powered on and connected to

the wireless network 30 . The web application stored in the

ROM 62 is used to communicate with user devices (such as the

user device 22 described above) and should be able to handle

HTTP POST and REDIRECT requests.

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface 67 is able to pro-

vide required power to the wireless identity token 24 and

transmit data between the wireless identity token and user

device 22 .

The driver for the wireless identity token can be a normal

USB network interface card (NIC) driver with additional con

figuration for the TCP/IP to enable the user device to send

transmission control protocol (TCP) data packages to the em

bedded web application of the wireless identity token 24.

The following steps are carried out when the wireless iden

tity token 24 is attached to the user device 22:

1 . The wireless identity token 24 receives power from the

user device 22 via the USB module 67 and is turned on.

2 . The wireless identity token registers with the wireless

network 30 .

3 . The web application stored in the ROM 62 is initiated.



4 . The user credentials stored in the EEPROM 64 are used to

authenticate the user at the identity provider 26, under

the control of the web application stored in the ROM 62 .

5 . The identity provider 26 returns the requested user cre-

dentials to the wireless identity token 24.

6 . The wireless identity token 24 waits for a request for

user credentials to be received from the user device 22.

7 . The user device 22 determines that it has connected to a

new NIC device and activates the additional drivers with

pre-conf igured TCP/IP properties.

As noted above, the user credentials stored in the EEPROM 64

are used to authenticate the user at the identity provider

26, under the control of the web application stored in the

ROM 62.

In one form of the invention, Generic Bootstrapping Architec

ture (GBA) bootstrapping (an authentication method standard

ised by the 3GPP (see w w .3gpp .org)) is used to authenticate

the wireless identity token 24 at the identity provider 26.

A bootstrapping transaction identifier (B-TID) and a session

key are generated as part of the GBA procedure and are used

in the message sequence 80 discussed below. After the GBA

procedure has been carried out, the wireless identity token

24 maintains an authenticated session (for example, an HTTP

session) with the identity provider 26.

Figure 6 shows a message sequence, indicated generally by the

reference numeral 80, demonstrating the accessing of a secure

service at the service provider 28 by the user device 22, in

accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

The message sequence 80 begins with the user device 22 issu

ing a service access request 82 to the service provider 28.



The service access request 82 takes the form of an HTTP GET

Request. The request 82 requests access to a secure service,

but does not include the required user credentials. Accord

ingly, the service provider 28 responds to the request 82 by

issuing an authentication request 84 . The authentication re

quest takes the form of an HTTP redirect request, in accor

dance with the SAML protocol .

The authentication request 84 is passed from the user device

22 to the wireless identity token 24 . The user device 22

then waits for a SAML authentication response to be returned

from the wireless identity token.

The wireless identity token 24 recognizes the SAML authenti-

cation request and forwards the authentication request and

the session data obtained during the GBA bootstrapping proc

ess (such as an HTTP cookie) to the identity provider 26 via

the wireless network 30 as message 88.

The identity provider 26 recognises the wireless identity to

ken 24 by means of the session information (e.g. HTTP cookie)

received from the wireless identity token and prepares a SAML

assertion, including user credentials for the service being

accessed. The identity provider 26 signs the assertion with

its private key (the paired certificate is known to the ser

vice provider 28 as suggested in the SAML standards) . The

signed SAML assertion is then returned to the wireless iden

tity token 24 in message 90.

When the wireless identity token 24 receives the SAML asser

tion 90 from the identity provider, the assertion is returned

to the user device in message 92. Thus, the wireless iden

tity token 24 is used to obtain SAML assertion data from the

identity provider 26 and to provide that data to the user de-



vice 22. The user device can, in turn, provide this data to

the relevant service provider 28. In this way, the wireless

identity token 24 bridges the identity communication between

the user device 22, the identity provider 26 and the service

provider 28 .

The SAML assertion is redirected to the service provider 28

as message 94 . The service provider 28 then validates the

SAML assertion and grants the user device access to the re-

quested secure resource. This is confirmed in message 96

sent from the service provider 28 to the user device 22.

In the message sequence 80 described above, the authentica

tion request 84 takes the form of an HTTP redirect request.

Typically the redirect request includes an indication of

where the request should be redirected. In the present case,

the redirect request could specify that request should be re

directed to a "local stick" or to the "wireless identity to

ken". In such an example, the wireless identity token 24

would appear to the service provider to act as the identity

provider. In reality, the wireless identity token would

route the request on to the real identity provider 26, with

the wireless identity token acting as an IDP delegate. Such

an arrangement is not, however, an essential feature of the

present invention.

The skilled person would be aware of a variety of different

methods to enable the user browser to redirect the authenti

cation request to the wireless identity token. The following

are provided by way of example only:

1. The authentication request may omit a location indication

of the identity provider, leaving the user browser free to

redirect the request where it wishes (i.e. to the wireless



identity token 24) .

2 . The authentication request may provide the address of the

identity provider 26, with the user browser interpreting that

address as being the address of the wireless identity token,

since the wireless identity token will forward the request on

to the identity provider 26.

3 . An HTTP proxy may be provided between the user device 22

and the service provider 28 to intercept SAML authentication

requests and to request SAML assertion data from the wireless

identity token 24.

4. The service provider may ask the user to provide an ad-

dress for an identity provider. In response to this, the

user can provide the address of the wireless identity token.

The embodiments of the invention described above make use of

the SAML standard. This is not essential. The skilled per-

son would be aware of a number of other authentication proce

dures, such as OpenID and Windows® CardSpace, that could make

use of features of the present invention.

The embodiments of the invention described above are illus-

trative rather than restrictive. It will be apparent to

those skilled in the art that the above devices and methods

may incorporate a number of modifications without departing

from the general scope of the invention. It is intended to

include all such modifications within the scope of the inven-

tion insofar as they fall within the scope of the appended

claims .



CLAIMS :

1 . An apparatus comprising:

a first memory device for storing user information;

a first interface adapted to couple the apparatus to a

user device; and

a second interface adapted to couple the apparatus to an

identity provider,

wherein the apparatus is adapted to register with

the identity provider using said user information and to ob

tain user credentials for a first application from the iden

tity provider on request from the user device.

2 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 , wherein the appara-

tus is removably connectable to the user device by means of

the first interface.

3 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 , wherein

the first interface is a USB interface.

4 . An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 ,

wherein the second interface is a wireless interface.

5 . An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim, further

comprising forwarding the user credentials for the first ap

plication to the user device.

6 . An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim, further

comprising a second memory for storing an application for

controlling communications between the apparatus and the

identity provider.

7 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 6 , wherein the applica

tion for controlling the communications between the apparatus



and the identity provider is an embedded web application.

8 . A method comprising:

using a module to register a user at an identity pro-

vider, using user information stored at said module;

receiving, at said module, a request from a user device

to obtain user credentials for an application;

using said module to obtain said user credentials for

said application from the identity provider;

forwarding said user credentials from said module to

said user device.

9 . A method as claimed in claim 8 , further comprising for

warding said user credentials from the user device to a ser-

vice provider providing the application.

10. A method as claimed in claim 9 , wherein the user device

communicates with the service provider via the Internet.

11. A method as claimed in claim 9 or claim 10, wherein the

request to obtain user credentials for the application is

originally issued by the service provider.

12. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the request to

obtain user credentials for the application is issued by the

service provider in response to a request from the user de

vice for access to the application.

13. A method as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 12,

wherein the module communicates with the identity provider

via a wireless link.

14. A system comprising a first module and a user device,

wherein the first module comprises:



a first memory device for storing user information;

a first interface adapted to couple the first module

to the user device; and

a second interface adapted to couple the first mod-

ule to an identity provider, wherein the first module is

adapted to register with the identity provider using said

user information and to obtain user credentials for a first

application from the identity provider on request from the

user device.

15. A system as claimed in claim 14, wherein said user de

vice is adapted to forward the user credentials to a service

provider providing the first application.

16. A system as claimed in claim 15, wherein the user device

communicates with the service provider via the Internet.

17. A computer program product comprising:

means for storing user information;

means for registering the user at an identity provider,

using said user information to identify the user at the iden

tity provider;

means for receiving a request from a user device to ob

tain user credentials for a particular application;

means for obtaining said user credentials for said ap

plication from the identity provider; and

means for forwarding said user credentials to said user

device .
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